
 

 

An embodiment of women empowerment 

 Fazal Chopan Village is a surrounded by beautiful land in UC Dhoronaro it was considered as 

minority and backward areas. Village Fazal Chopan is stunning as look like a recreational area. 

People of the village work under hard conditions to get some money HANDS has taken the step of 

Adult female education. The sum up population was 850 and culture of the village verbalizes as 

Dhatki, and they wear Shalwar-Kameez and Ghaghara Choli. 

HANDS decided to open the Adult school at Maharaj para and Koshilia 

w/o Teerath selected as Adult Literacy Teacher. She was knowledgeable a 

hard worker and taken responsibilities as a high flier. She belongs from 

Mahraj society she carries out multi work as, MARVI worker, ALC 

teacher, sewing clothes, and boutique. From 2007 – 2012 she worked 

extraordinarily for the village, she worked also as an adviser of the village 

and villagers followed within her policies.   

HANDS team conducted the meeting with 

females and males of the communities and 

convinced them to establish Adult literacy center. 90% females including 

(Girls and Adult female) were illiterate. At the beginning, adult learners 

had difficulties to understand the methodology of Ustadan Jo Rehbar, but 

by the vigorous efforts of HANDS team understanding in teachers’ ratio 

was increased. Under ‘Adult Literacy Schools, learners were taught skills 

that include writing of own name, reading news paper, house hold expenses 

and awareness regarding education.    

Koshila Said:  In October 2007, I started work as a MARVI Worker, in the 

beginning I suffered lots of impenetrability because I was new and for the women of village it is 

difficult to work out side and to settle in different society along with interactions with them. Once a 

night after the training of MARVI, I was so nervous because I was thinking that next is the different 

community interaction that is new duty for me. I has also awarded as a best MARVI worker from 

the HANDS 

Female assurance from Adult education can make impact at 

a responsibility level with positive support of one another 

and to help in the endeavor of the women and will sustain 

her efforts through the education.  

ALC-MARVI project aspire to create awareness among 

illiterate adult learners in the remote marginalized 

communities, and to give basic education through Shapes 

and Sounds by the standard book Ustadan Jo Rehbar.  
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